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Introduction: Why Tell Stories?
People have been telling tales since the very beginning—stories about heroes,
legends, kings and queens. They’ve passed them through generations by word of mouth,
inscribed them on delicate papyrus, and printed them on typewriters and even laser
machines. The stories they tell change with time, just as the methods of sharing and
distributing them change—but one thing stays the same: the need to tell them and to hear
them. People love to share and to listen; it’s innate in us.
So is the desire to see and observe. Photographic images have powerful
storytelling capabilities, and they’re often used alongside writing to fill out our
understanding of a subject. We look at them and read written accounts because we want
to learn; we’re curious by nature. Consciously and subconsciously, we search for stories
to expand our conception of this planet and how we live in it.
At its worst, our need to see and hear breeds voyeurism; at its best, it leads to
something far more powerful: the exchanging of ideas and the broadening of
perspectives. In viewing images and reading transcribed works, we come to understand
what life has been like for other people, and thus more deeply understand what it has
been like for us. We make sense of what we face in clearer ways and come to know
ourselves more fully. Author Anne Lamott once said there’s “something magical about
people who could take people like me out of ourselves and then take us back to
ourselves.”1 Storytellers do that; they take us on journeys only to leave us with greater
awareness when we land back in our own life—the couch we’re sitting on, the book in
our hands, the mind we live with, the people around us, the environment we’re in.
Stories also inform our understanding of history. Through them, we learn about
lives lived before us and the earth as it existed in the past—a different time, a different
place, a different way of living. This contextualizes our experiences in the present day.
Stories are educational in the most stimulating sense of the word. That’s why I’ve
chosen to create them and to share them. With this project, I attempt to capture the spirit
of three people who have led rich and exciting lives, and whose tales deserve to be told.
1

Anne Lamott, Bird by Bird: Some Instructions on Writing and Life (New York: Anchor, 1995) xxvii.
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John B. Cobb, Jr., Rosemary Radford Ruether, and Dean Freudenberger have been
teachers, writers, and activists, and they’ve worked both domestically and abroad. They
continue to shape contemporary intellectual discourse and influence the global
environmental movement. Today they live in the progressive retirement community
Pilgrim Place, just a few blocks from the Claremont Colleges.
Over the course of the year, I became familiar with their academic work and
discussed with them the ways their work has taken on personal meaning. Sitting in their
homes, walking through their neighborhoods, and speaking with them about their
interests gave me insights into how they think and what they believe. While they shared
their stories with me, I grew to admire their excitement, warmth, and passion. The stories
I ended up composing bring together their words and mine, and take the form of
photographs and small essays. They highlight what they’ve done, and they also convey
my deep sense of awe in who they are as unique individuals.

Ways to Tell Stories
Words and photographs are two means by which people tell stories, and the two
means by which I’ve chosen to tell mine. When used together, they supplement each
other: images provide details that words can’t articulate, and words provide insights that
images can’t convey. Alone, each medium has the capacity to tell a certain story, but
when joined, the two can paint a more comprehensive picture.
It’s important to recognize that by no means do the two media together paint a
complete picture; they paint a picture—one whose details can be filled in by the
interpreter for him or herself. After all, stories are never complete—and they never give
each person the same impression. They’re living, breathing things that offer every
viewer, listener, or reader a unique experience. Therein lies much of their magic.
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Portrait Photography
Twentieth-century American photographers Imogen Cunningham and Edward
Weston created masterful images that served as inspiration for the portraits I took of
Cobb, Ruether, and Freudenberger. Cunningham, known for her revealing images of her
sitters, made photographs that “enlighten us with historical and biographical information”
and “occasionally thrill us with great beauty and dramatic countenance.”2 One critic
argued that her real achievement can be found “‘in those photographs that are as
straightforward, unselfconscious, and no-nonsense as she herself was.’”3
Those images weren’t always easy for Cunningham to take, despite her gift for
relating to her subjects. She once said:
“The truth of the matter is that whenever a camera is in front of a person, no
matter how short the exposure of the film, there is always the feeling in the mind
of the sitter that the camera is there. My job is supposed to consist of making the
shot at the most unconscious moment and to make the sitter forget a bit about the
camera.”4
Certainly, Cunningham’s ability to connect with her sitters facilitated a rare kind of
engagement with them and ultimately allowed her to capture them as she did, but it didn’t
free her from the challenge that all portrait photographers face—the challenge of
producing images that reveal some authentic aspect of their sitters when their sitters are
aware of the camera.
Cunningham was able to facilitate her subjects’ candid expressions during photo
shoots, and she also employed particular photographic techniques to help communicate
those expressions in her images. She “empowered her pictures by condensing them—
focusing closely on her sitters, presenting them honestly with a clear realism, and often
ridding the image of pictorialist space.”5 By shooting most of her subjects in a studio or
in front of simple backgrounds, she brought the focus to the figures themselves. She also
2

Imogen Cunningham and Richard Lorenz, Imogen Cunningham: Portraiture (Boston: Bulfinch, 1997) 8.
Thomas Albright, “The Cunningham Paradox: Photography of Imogen Cunningham: A Centennial
Selection,” exhibition review, San Francisco Chronicle (Review Section, March 6, 1983): 13. Quoted in
Cunningham 35.
4
Cunningham to Ruth Anderson, March 20, 1955, ICA. Quoted in Cunningham 30.
5
Cunningham 15.
3
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used natural light to great effect. In her photos, it drapes over faces or parts of faces;
highlights contours while casting everything else in dark shadow; illuminates hair from
behind, setting it aglow; and projects the shadows of people’s figures on other surfaces,
creating dynamic forms.

Imogen Cunningham, Raymond Puccinelli, Sculptor, 1954

Imogen Cunningham, Herr Doktor Robert Luther,
Dresden, 1909-1910

Imogen Cunningham, My Father at 60, 1906

Imogen Cunningham, Edward Weston at Point Lobos 2, 1945
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Imogen Cunningham, Roi Partridge and Horse’s Skull, 1975

Imogen Cunningham, August Sander, Photographer, 1960

Imogen Cunningham, Age and Its Symbols, 1958

Imogen Cunningham, Martha Ideler, 1975

11

Imogen Cunningham, Martha Graham, Dancer, 1931

Imogen Cunningham, Dorothea Lange, Photographer, 1958

Not only did Cunningham master certain photographic techniques, she brought
her whole self to her work. In a letter she sent to her contemporary Edward Weston in
1920, she wrote, “It is the humanity in us that extends our capacity as workers.”6 She had
an interest in learning about people by working with them, and her desire to discover her
subjects by observing them and interacting with them is evident in her images. One critic
remarked, “‘[Cunningham’s] pictures of people…reflect…what seems to have been an
untiring and continually self-renewing inquisitiveness.’”7
The same might be said of Edward Weston’s images. Weston, like Cunningham,
had an enduring interest in taking portraits, and his natural talent for producing
illuminating images was compounded by a lifetime of experience. In a book of his
photographs, Susan Morgan says, “[His images] convey such a deep attentiveness and
canny trust of intuition, they continue to disarm us. Weston’s portraits are particularly
revealing, capturing an extraordinary intimacy, the telling unguarded moments that so
rarely occur between an artist and a subject.”8 In the photographs themselves, one sees
this intimacy in the form of frank expressions, piercing gazes, and relaxed poses.

6

Cunningham 12.
Thomas Albright, “The Cunningham Paradox: Photography of Imogen Cunningham: A Centennial
Selection,” exhibition review, San Francisco Chronicle (Review Section, March 6, 1983): 13. Quoted in
Ibid. 35.
8
Edward Weston, Portraits (New York: Aperture, 1995) 5.
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Edward Weston, Tina Reciting, 1924

Edward Weston, Imogen Cunningham, 1933

Edward Weston, Arnold Schoenberg, 1936

Edward Weston, Carlos Merida, 1934
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Edward Weston, Manuel Hernández Galván, 1924

Edward Weston, E. E. Cummings, 1935

Edward Weston, Jack Black, 1930

Edward Weston, Alice Rohrer, 1933
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Weston knew his sitters well, which allowed him to direct them aptly during his
shoots. When speaking about photographing a few of his sitters, he remarked, “We had
long planned that I should do her as I have often seen her, quoting poetry,”9 or “I planned
to do him out-of-doors, in surroundings that belong to him,”10 or “I caught her, mouth
open, talking, and what could be more characteristic of Lupe! Singing or talking I must
always remember her.”11 In these instances, Weston tried to depict some small part of his
subjects’ genuine essences—not every facet and detail, but that part of their spirit that
sang to him, that he knew well and that he could bring out in them. In his 1942 essay
“Portrait Photography,” he explained, “‘Success or failure in portraiture depends on the
photographer’s ability to understand his fellow man.’”12 His portraits are so compelling
because he had this ability.
Cunningham once said—and Weston may have agreed—that “‘as document or
record of personality I feel that photography isn’t surpassed by any other graphic
medium.’”13 Perceptive portrait photographers do have a unique power: they capture
what they see, and what they see is often more nuanced than what others typically see.
They are attuned to the ways in which character makes an appearance through people’s
expressions, and they can prompt and subsequently capture the fleeting moments when
they think their sitters are revealing something authentic about themselves.
That skill is one I attempted to develop this year as I photographed Cobb,
Ruether, and Freudenberger. Weston’s and Cunningham’s images served as inspiration
during my endeavors. Their diverse portraiture motivated me to take a variety of shots of
my subjects—formal and informal, outside and indoors, close up and from farther away.
Their writings prepared me for some of the challenges portrait photographers face, and
their images stimulated my interest in capturing on film the faces of three people who
have become important to me.

9

Weston 40.
Ibid. 54.
11
Weston 28.
12
Ibid. 5.
13
John Paul Edwards, “Group f:64,” Camera Craft 42, no. 3 (March 1935): 113. Quoted in Imogen
Cunningham and Richard Lorenz, Imogen Cunningham: Portraiture (Boston: Bulfinch, 1997) 8.
10
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Photographic Collections: Combining Word and Image
Portrait photographers use images to share something about their sitters. If they’re
particularly talented, their images speak to some aspect of the people who’ve been on the
other side of their lens. Yet their images can only convey so much: Alfred Stieglitz
claimed, “‘To demand the portrait that will be the complete portrait of any person is as
futile as to demand that a motion picture be condensed into a single still.’”14 And not only
does a single portrait fail to capture the complete essence of a person, it’s subjective.
Portrait photographers can’t produce completely objective records no matter how talented
they are. Richard Avedon asserted, “the moment an emotion or fact is transformed into a
photograph it is no longer a fact but an opinion.”15 After all, photographers choose what
to include and what to leave out of their images, what to focus on and what to obfuscate,
and when to snap the shutter. They portray their sitters as they see them, in their distinct
perspective.
Perhaps all that portrait photographers can do with film is capture a facet of a
person’s spirit at a given time from their own viewpoint. While this ability has
advantages, it also has limitations—limitations that inspire some photographers to pair
writing with their images, which allows them to provide further insights into the people
they’ve photographed.
Some portrait photographers who make the pairing do so in bound collections of
images whose pages are interspersed with text. Nancy Crampton, Mark Edward Harris,
Chuck Close, Yousuf Karsh, Platon, and Richard Avedon have assembled such
collections. They put their images alongside their own words, the words of their subjects,
or the words of a person who knows both them and their subjects; they include
everything from fact-based statements to poetic narratives. The amount of text they use
and the way they arrange it with their photographs depend on what they want to convey.
Browsing their collections gave me ideas about how to pair images of Cobb,
Ruether, and Freudenberger with words about them. It inspired me to ask the following
14

Franz Roh, “Mechanism and Expression, The Essence and Value of Photography,” foto-auge, ed. Franz
Roh and Jan Tschichold (Stuttgart: Akademischer Verlag dr. Fritz Wedekind, 1929): 16. Quoted in Ibid.
19.
15 Richard Avedon, In the American West (New York: Harry N. Abrams, 2005).
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questions, even though I don’t put my stories in book form: How will I use text to create
fuller pictures of my subjects? How can photographs and text together help me tell the
stories I want to tell? How will I integrate the two media? Answers to these questions
came as I got to know my subjects more and more, and as I reflected on what I wanted to
express most about them.
In Writers, Nancy Crampton compiles her photographs of contemporary novelists,
playwrights, and poets, grouping together people who have similar professions. She
shares with us the people whose prose and poetry we know, illuminating the faces we’ve
only imagined or seen in small snapshots on the back covers of beloved books. Each
black and white portrait is taken in context: in the writers’ offices, homes, and gardens, or
in places where they feel most themselves.
Crampton’s portraits tell us more than headshots on book covers typically do, and
that’s one of the reasons her collection is so captivating. In the book’s foreword, Mark
Strand says:
[The portraits are] more varied than the typical head shot one sees on book
jackets. There is a certain guilelessness about them, an open, responsive interest
in the subject whether it is a face at its most opaque and masklike or one at its
most vulnerable and inviting. We may be looking at the photo of a face, but what
we feel is the presence of Crampton’s attention…. There is more to her
photographs than just the face of an author. The positioning of the body, the angle
of the head, the sudden or gradual fall of light—all play a part in creating pictures
that magically combine the immediacy of a snapshot and the premeditated calm of
a formal portrait. None of this would be possible without the willing participation
of the subjects themselves, but it is Nancy Crampton’s directness—her
naturalness and lack of theatricality—that is the foundation of their willingness.16
It’s easy to imagine that Crampton was open and genuine when photographing her sitters,
and that her honesty helped facilitate theirs.

16

Nancy Crampton, Writers (New York: Quantuck Lane, 2005): 9.
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Paired with each portrait in this book are the subject’s name and the location and
date the photo was taken. Also included is text composed by the subjects themselves on
writing and the writing life—what it’s like for them to write, what their writing is about,
how they go about it, and what they hope it will accomplish. In the book’s foreword,
Strand says, “The visual and the verbal side by side… form a conjoining of presences,
one drawn from within, the other from without. What the camera could not do, the author
has done, and what the author could not do Nancy Crampton has done.”17 The images
shed light on Crampton’s subjects, but the pictures of them become more complete when
the subjects express their own voices; the text allows readers to hear them thinking and
imagine them writing. Readers form stronger images of them as creators than if
Crampton were to describe them herself or include only her portraits of them.

17

Crampton 9.
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Faces of the Twentieth Century by Mark Edward Harris is composed like Writers.
Harris’ simple environmental portraits of major twentieth-century photographers sit
beside writing by those photographers about their lives as artists. Not only do we readers
view images of them and get a sense of their perspectives like we do with the writers in
Crampton’s book, though—we also see through their eyes: several images they
themselves captured, along with their supplemental notes, are also included. These extra
components give us windows into their inner workings by showing us how they look at
their surroundings. The format of this book is especially fitting for the subject matter:
artists who have made careers out of self-expression get to share themselves on its pages.

20
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Not all photographic collections in book form are arranged in the same way as
Faces of the Twentieth Century or Writers, even when the photographic subjects have
creative professions. Not all portraits are taken in the same style as Crampton’s or
Harris’, either. In A Couple of Ways of Doing Something, Chuck Close pairs his zoomedin shots of the faces of his artist friends with praise poems for those artists, written by
Bob Holman. The images have no context, and their only subject is the face—freckles,
pores, wiry hair, and deep wrinkles. All in black and white and shot in a studio, they’re
daguerreotypes and seem to glow, illuminated and metallic, appearing nearly threedimensional. Often, only the eyes and center of the cheeks are in focus—and those eyes
look right at you, revealing the power a direct gaze can have in a close-up portrait.
Holman’s poems sit next to Close’s portraits. They don’t give readers concrete
details about the artists’ lives and professions, nor do they show what things look like
from the artists’ point of view. Some readers might think that the poems, in their
abstractness, fail to deepen our understanding of what the photographs communicate. In
an interview with Close and Holman, Lyle Rexer says the photos and the poems are “both
jumping off points for viewers/readers. We’re given a wealth of detail [in the
photograph], or in the case of a poem, we’re given a set of words, and those words are
often metaphorical, they’re ambiguous. Poem and picture allow us to say, ‘Let me think
about this person.’”18 The two parts together don’t form comprehensive representations
of the artists—and in fact, each part hardly seems to supplement the other. However, the
book seems to be more about forming two ambiguous and creative depictions of each
subject rather than one literal depiction, and more about being playful than informative.

18

Bob Holman, Chuck Close, and Lyle Rexer, A Couple of Ways of Doing Something (New York: Aperture
Foundation, 2006) i.
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Portraits of Greatness by Yousuf Karsh is a photographic collection that’s a little
different from Crampton’s, Harris’, or Close’s. Karsh’s subjects are people who have
made their mark on history by achieving prominence in their respective fields—fields
ranging from science and technology to art and architecture. Karsh photographs them in
their labs, offices, homes, or studios, often with appropriate accoutrements and props.
More often than not, he creates environmental portraits, giving viewers clues as to who
they are by framing them in their natural settings.
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Each black and white image sits on the page next to the subject’s name and a
short paragraph that outlines his/her profession, major accomplishments, and notable
contributions. Also included with each portrait is a longer segment by Karsh packed with
details about his personal interactions with the individual. This extra material, possessing
a subjectivity that the fact-based blurb doesn’t, is filled with astute observations that give
us insights into the subject—and even give us the sense that Karsh had an ability to glean
from conversation what an ordinary individual doesn’t. Just as he captures nuances of his
sitters in his photographs, he articulates what makes them unique in words. In his writing,
he seems to be responding to unspoken questions: “What were these people like to be
around? What was it like to photograph them? How do the ways they speak and hold
themselves say something about who they are?” He incites our curiosity in his subjects
and leaves us searching for more details in the subjects’ countenances and surroundings.
Platon’s Power is a very different kind of book than Portraits of Greatness. It is a
collection of nearly confrontational images of people who occupy “powerful” positions—
presidents, prime ministers, kings, secretary generals—nearly all of whom currently hold
office. The portraits relate thematically and are shot similarly; they are less varied than
Karsh’s portraits, and are unlike Crampton’s, Harris’, and Close’s too.
In the collection, viewers see the same sorts of expressions and postures repeated,
and find in them pride and seriousness far more than gentleness and humility. Many of
Platon’s subjects appear to don an air they think they should, given their titles; they don’t
relax into themselves. Because Karsh selected to photograph them due to their elevated
status, many assume that status in front of the camera, whether consciously or
subconsciously.
Platon’s photographs don’t show ties between us (laymen) and the subjects
(leaders)—or even between Platon and his subjects—as much as they show ties between
the leaders themselves. The images sit alongside only brief factual statements—not
Platon’s own narratives or his subjects’ writing—to emphasize the similarities between
them all. Including lengthier, more personal text would have distinguished the subjects
more from one another, and that wasn’t Platon’s objective. So only the sitter’s name, title,
home country, and the date he/she assumed his/her position sit under each portrait. At the
end of the book, the portraits are reproduced in small snapshot versions and are
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accompanied by a paragraph of biographical text that outlines basic details about their
lives; the brief elaborations are included at the end instead of throughout so that viewers
can find continuity in the images rather than form comprehensive pictures of each
individual as they go along. The lack of text within the body of the book—not the
presence of it—allows for deep, interesting insights into Platon’s sitters and their
professions.
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Like Platon, Richard Avedon emphasizes visual threads running throughout his
book In the American West by including only minimal amounts of text around his
images. Under each portrait sit just the subject’s name, occupation, and town in which
he/she was photographed—all of which are in fine print. Writing has a small presence in
the collection for the same reason it does in Power: to ensure that the compilation is read
more as one continuous piece than a coming together of distinct parts.
To maintain as much continuity as possible, Avedon shot all of his subjects in a
studio against a white background when he photographed them in the 1970s and 1980s.
This makes it easy to see how his subjects’ forms and expressions replicate and morph
across the pages, and to get a sense of the similarities (and differences) between the
people on the other side of his lens. Farmers, coal miners, oil drillers, and meat packers,
they don’t share the same profession but do hail from the same geographic region.
Images of that region are never given directly to viewers, but viewers get a sense
of it nonetheless. In the book’s preface, John Rohrbach says, “[Avedon] delivers the
results of a heartfelt improvised dance between photographer and sitter where landscape
comes projected through clothing and time is revealed in every blemish and fold of
skin.”19 Viewers hardly need to see the land his sitters call home to get a sense of what
it’s like and what their relationship to it is—and, ultimately, who they are as people living
so close to it. In seeing the dirt on their arms, the suntans on their leathery skin, and the
coal dust and oil on their faces, viewers can imagine how they spend their time and can
picture the landscape. With this collection Avedon illuminates a certain era and place by
sharing images of his sitters and using minimal text.

19

Richard Avedon, In the American West (New York: Harry N. Abrams, 2005).
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In all of these collections, portrait photographers shed light on their subjects—
subjects who share the same profession, who have reached high status in their respective
fields, who hold official leadership positions, or who come from the same place. They
reveal both profound similarities and stark differences between their subjects. They tell
stories of individuals and of groups, and in some cases their own stories of their
relationships with these people.
All of their collections integrate word and image to create full, robust pictures of
their subjects. Whether writing has a small or large presence in their works, it helps them
share the stories they want to share. Everything from facts and objective statements to
quotations and poetry fill the pages, and that writing is composed by the photographers,
the subjects, or other people entirely. It’s placed alongside images that are shot outside,
inside, or in studios, and that range from environmental portraits to close-up facial
studies.
Viewing the collections gave me ideas about how to form and present cohesive
stories. It also inspired me to pair writing with images of my subjects, and motivated me
ask specifically what kind of writing: Do I use what my photographic subjects have
written, what they’ve told me in conversation, or what I’ve drawn from our interactions
together? How will I balance information about their intellectual explorations and their
personal histories? What words of theirs will I choose to represent them, and what can I
add to spark interest in those words? I considered these questions as I got to know Cobb,
Ruether, and Freudenberger, and as I started shaping stories about them.
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The Stories of John B. Cobb, Jr., Rosemary Radford Ruether, and Dean
Freudenberger
With this project, I attempt to capture in word and image the spirit of three
people: John B. Cobb, Jr., Rosemary Radford Ruether, and Dean Freudenberger. I tell
their stories with two media in the hope of forming multi-faceted pictures of them, and I
tell their stories in particular because I am interested in their engagement with
environmental matters. They’ve worked at the intersection of environmentalism and
ethics for much of their lives, trying to understand people’s relationships to each other
and to the earth. As a student deeply concerned about the current state of the planet and
committed to learning how to develop a sustainable relationship with it, I have wanted to
study their work and become familiar with their thinking.
I have also wanted to share their lives and work with others, to further people’s
collective understanding of the figures who have helped shape the global environmental
movement—and to put a face on the movement, so to speak. Cobb, Ruether, and
Freudenberger also happen to live in the town where I currently reside—Claremont,
California. They know each other and sometimes collaborate; they have even edited and
reviewed each other’s books, planned academic conferences together, and substitute
taught for each other’s classes.

36
Cobb, Ruether, and Freudenberger: Who They Are, What They Do, and Where
They Live
Cobb, Ruether, and Freudenberger have spent much of their lives thinking about
what it means to be human in a changing world—how we’ve come to conceive our
relationship to the environment, how that relationship is harming the earth, and how we
might re-conceive it to make it more healing, paving the way for more sustainable action.
They’ve written books and articles, taught classes at the graduate level, and spoken
before thousands. They’ve helped lay the foundation for contemporary social and
environmental activism, and their influence on intellectual thought has been—and
continues to be—immense.
It’s not by chance that the three of them have landed in Claremont, California at
Pilgrim Place, a progressive and active retirement community. There, every fourth car is
a Prius and bumper stickers read “Peace” and “Coexist.” A thrift shop recycles clothing
and furniture and a library carries published works by Pilgrim Place authors, which fill
several bookcases and happens to be where I checked out a few pieces by Cobb, Ruether,
and Freudenberger.
Members of Pilgrim Place, who tend to be forward thinking and passionate, are
admitted only after passing through an extensive application process. They usually arrive
after long careers in education and service, hailing from universities or theological
seminaries or returning from domestic or foreign missionary work. They’ve come
together to share ideas. Some of them continue to teach part-time in Claremont, finding a
place in the classrooms at Claremont Graduate University, Claremont School of
Theology, or the undergraduate consortium. Given Cobb’s, Ruether’s, and
Freudenberger’s pasts in service and higher education—and their current commitment to
both—it’s only fitting that they’ve chosen to establish homes there.
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The Process of Listening and Sharing
Over the course of the past year, I spent time with Cobb, Ruether, and
Freudenberger at Pilgrim Place in order to get to know them, and I also learned about
them by other means. I sought out information about them by reading magazine articles
and perusing websites in which they’re featured, and by speaking with their neighbors
and colleagues. I read a sampling of their published material, such as scholarly articles
and books (and in Ruether’s case, even parts of her autobiography), to gain a deeper
understanding of their perspectives. I visited their offices and workplaces with them,
meandered through gardens they tend, and ate meals with them and their friends. I
interviewed them independently on several occasions, and I had numerous informal
conversations with them as we sat in their homes and walked through their
neighborhoods. Together we discussed the nature of their work, how their work lives
have taken on personal meaning, and how the intellectual and personal aspects of their
lives have intertwined. This allowed me to discover who they are and how they think.
While getting to know them, I composed small essays and took a significant
number of portraits. Essays seemed to be the most fitting form of writing for what I
wanted to share. Mine weave together their words and my own—theirs, which I found
important to quote for how much they reveal about them, and my own, which put their
thoughts within a larger framework. I chose not to parrot Cobb’s, Ruether’s, and
Freudenberger’s stories—which, in large part, revolve around their intellectual lives and
could consist of merely outlining their published work—but to write in my perspective
and add a personal component. I hope that their words come alive when put in the context
of descriptions about who they are as people, and that their intellectual thinking becomes
more interesting when the depth of their character is illuminated.
The photographic portraits I took of Cobb, Ruether, and Freudenberger in the
places they work and feel themselves show what words never can, and perhaps help shed
light on their personalities. They complement the essays and give viewers a chance to see
the three of them in ways the written word can’t show them. Perhaps the images also
reveal some sort of personal connection between them and me; in taking their
photographs, I got to know them better.
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John B. Cobb, Jr.
The first thing people notice about John Cobb is his amiable Southern spirit. He
opens doors for those he walks with, speaks to them with genuine kindness and presence,
clears his schedule for those he wants to see, and graciously welcomes them all into his
home.
But the second thing they notice is the extraordinarily rich intellectual life he
leads—a life of complex and collaborative thought. “A life of the mind,” so to speak,
which often involves teaching and consulting with others. All of the people he walks with
and brings into his home aren’t simply personal friends—they’re Chinese agriculturalists
who’ve flown in to seek advice about how to develop their land sustainably, leading
neuroscientists who are attempting to integrate philosophical ideas into their research,
and physicists and mathematicians who are developing new theories of relativity, because
they—and he—aren’t totally convinced Einstein got it right. They’re people working on
the fringes of their disciplines, pushing the boundaries of what we know.
The truth is, the people who get a chance to meet Cobb know exactly who he is.
He’s not a scholar but a visionary thinker—not someone who studies the past and repeats
what traditions say, building knowledge by accumulating facts in distinct subject areas,
but someone who conceives of entirely new cross-disciplinary connections. His
background is in theology, a field that he believes “deals with the most important
questions,”20 but his thinking is hardly limited to that field. In fact, it’s just the opposite.
In 1973, after spending several decades teaching at the graduate level, Cobb cofounded the Center for Process Studies in Claremont, California. Its mission is to
“encourage exploration of the relevance of process thought to many fields of reflection
and action.”21 Such thought, based on the work of philosopher Alfred North Whitehead,
“helps to harmonize moral, aesthetic, and religious intuitions with scientific insights.”22 It
“seeks to integrate and reconcile the diverse facets of human experience (i.e. ethical,
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religious, aesthetic, and scientific intuitions) into one coherent explanatory scheme.”23 In
essence, it avoids mechanistic, deterministic ways of thinking in favor of relational and
interdisciplinary approaches. Cobb says, “we are up against very entrenched habits of
mind, but those habits of mind are leading the world to absolute disaster”24; specialized
thinking is “showing its limits and its failures all over the place.”25 Establishing the
Center was his way of encouraging something entirely different.
For people with little background in philosophy or theology, process thought can
be hard to understand, let alone apply. Terms like “deconstructivism” and “neonaturalism” popped up in my conversations with Cobb; he referred to old influential
teachers and colleagues as “logical positivists,” “radical empiricists,” or “rationalistic
metaphysicians.” The vocabulary he used was one he’d cultivated over a lifetime.
The reason I approached Cobb in the first place wasn’t just to get a handle on his
vocabulary or familiarize myself with process thought, though. It was to talk with him
about one aspect of his work in particular: environmental ethics. He approaches the
subject in a way most people don’t: by stepping back instead of zooming in. He says,
“The great majority of what is written in environmental ethics suffers from the same
problems as the great majority of what is written in almost every field: it deals in more
and more refined ways with narrower and narrower questions.”26 His book Is It Too
Late? offers an alternative—and larger—view.
In it, Cobb claims, “artists, writers, journalists, philosophers, and scientists need
to work together with politicians, economists, technicians, and naturalists”27 to form a
new consciousness. We must “regard the natural environment in a new way, adopt a fresh
attitude, and alter the principles in terms of which we make our decisions,” and not
“merely do different things.”28 He acknowledges that activists may grow impatient with
all the talk about changing perspectives before diving in and doing the dirty work of
transforming our situation, but that such talk is important if we are to create clear goals
23
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for future environmental work. “To [the activists] it seems that new knowledge and new
laws—not a new vision, or consciousness, or spirit—are all we need. If we stand on the
brink of catastrophe, if decisions that will be made tomorrow will settle our fate, then is
not all this talk of changes in our basic attitudes, changes that will certainly require years,
irrelevant and distracting?”29 He argues that it’s not—and that’s why he wrote the book.
Published in 1972, Is It Too Late? was the first of its kind: the first book-length
environmental ethics text by one author that dealt with the ecological crisis. Cobb says:
I’m interested in changing the way in which people think and feel, in such a way
that the natural world and what happens to it is recognized as also happening to
them. And that’d be also recognizing that not just the things we’ve done but the
theories we’ve adopted across the board have ignored the most important
questions and have been led to actions that are actually making the world
uninhabitable.30
There was urgency in his voice when he told me this—urgency that has made itself
understood on the pages of his book and in the words he speaks. It’s joined with a clarity
and conviction that come from decades of investigating the world’s most pressing issues,
like our changing climate—issues that burn still, forty years after he wrote his first text
on them.
At the end of one of our conversations together, Cobb said, “I think you can see
that I’m ambitious.” He continues to think deeply and write often, and meet with the
people lucky enough to see him. At age 87, he has a determination that shows no sign of
weakening any time soon.
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Rosemary Radford Ruether
Before meeting Rosemary Radford Ruether, I’d never talked to a person who’d
written 46 books and whose personal bibliography came to 45 pages. I’d never known
someone who’d gotten an M.A. and Ph.D. while raising three children, who’d held more
than half a dozen teaching positions, and who’d worked for social-justice causes
domestically and abroad in between them (putting her life in danger on more than one
occasion). And I’d certainly never known anyone who was so clearly doing exactly what
she felt most compelled to do and who’d been doing it her entire life.
Rosemary Radford Ruether was born in 1936 and hasn’t stopped thinking and
working since she graduated from college half a century ago. She’s a theologian and a
deeply devout Catholic, but she happens to have strong misgivings about the fundamental
sexism of the church. She finds something deeply disturbing about the ways that the
church has permitted and even encouraged the domination of one sex over the other and
of people over the earth. Having grown up in the midst of powerful women and eager to
join their ranks but unwilling to renounce her faith, she has wanted to reconcile the views
of the church with feminist—and even environmental—thought, and asks if that’s
possible. Ultimately, she’s optimistic that it is.
Ruether now leads the ecofeminism movement, which connects history’s
domination of women to our modern domination of the earth, and which has practical
implications for how we treat each other and the planet. Her influence has reached
feminist, environmental, theological, and philosophical circles. In her long history as an
intellectual and educator, she’s written continuously and taught at several highly regarded
theological institutions, including Harvard’s.
But she’s not just an academic, and ecofeminism isn’t her sole focus. She says, “I
seek to probe different aspects of this system”—one of “oppression, divided by race,
class, gender, ecological abuse, and imperialism”—and “to imagine how to create a
liberated world beyond it.”31 She has asked some of our era’s most critical questions and
has attempted to fashion answers, and she also feels a deep responsibility to make right
the things she deems wrong. When not sharing her insights and getting others to think
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critically in the classroom, she’s been on the front lines in the battle for justice—fighting
for civil rights in Mississippi, protesting the Vietnam War in Washington, and
documenting Palestinian oppression in the Middle East.
In our conversations, Ruether spoke about her history as a gradual awakening
that’s taken place over the course of decades. There was no specific “trigger” that moved
her to pursue the work she’s pursued, or a “deciding moment” or “turning point”; rather,
she says her journey has been “an evolutionary process of deepening and pursuing
knowledge that continually expands.”32 The interests she’s followed have been ones
whose thin threads found their root in her past—whether that be from her days growing
up in “matricentric enclaves” like the circle of her mother’s strong female friends or
attending the all-women’s college Scripps, reading the Club of Rome’s reports on the
ecological crisis, or working with disadvantaged social groups.
It’s no surprise that she focuses most of her autobiography (due for publication in
the spring of 2013) on her journey as an intellectual and a committed activist. In a form
of writing most people reserve strictly for personal stories, Ruether charts her course as a
thinker and a doer. In the first chapter, she uses words like “conscientization,”
“autonomy,” “power,” “protest marches,” “dream,” “Great Mother,” and “global justice,”
and includes details about the issues and causes she finds most pressing—for her story is
the story of her engagement with them.
One such issue she brings up in her book is the economy promoted by the West.
She says our current capitalist industrial growth model is “based on impoverishing the
majority of the people of the world and depleting the natural resources of the planet.”33
She’s concerned about the ways it has caused social and environmental injustices, but she
isn’t defeatist. She explains, “We need to ask how this system of abuse of the planet has
developed over human history. How have the ideologies and practices of domination of
the planet been shaped? How do we need to reshape our culture to change these
ideologies and practices?”34 By asking these questions, she reveals her hope for a better
system.
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Ruether acknowledges, though, that the task of creating one will be no small feat.
After all, the West’s modern economic structure is based on a history of inequality and
injustice. She says:
The construction of systems of dominating and exploitative power of some
humans over others and over the non-human world has been endlessly repeated in
human history since the rise of the plow, warfare, slavery and social hierarchy.
We are now living in an extreme crisis of these systems of distortion of human
relations to each other and to nature that has grown global.35
Ruether goes on to say that “this system needs to be dismantled and an alternative
constructed that is more just and sustainable. This will not result in paradise, but rather, at
best, a society in which we can live more justly and healthily with our fellow human
beings and with the natural world within our finite limits.”36 But in order to get there, she
claims, “we need to deeply change the way we think, the culture by which we imagine our
relationships to one another, to the earth and to ultimate reality, however we name
that.”37
After putting down her book, readers understand that Ruether is a true educator,
and that she’s assumed that role wherever she’s been—whether that be in the classroom
or at her desk writing. In her autobiography, she speaks about her investigations into
some of the biggest challenges facing the world today, asking how we’ve gotten where
we are now and how we might go about changing our situation. But her autobiography
isn’t the only book in which she’s probed the origins of modern crises. In her most
significant and influential book, Gaia and God, Ruether examines specifically how
Christian and Western beliefs have shaped people’s relationships with each other and
with the planet, and she explores the historical roots of men’s domination of women and
connects it with people’s current domination of the earth.
She states, “Classical Western cultural traditions, which were codified between
500 B.C.E. and 800 C.E., and of which Christianity is a major expression, have justified
and sacralized these relationships of domination. Thus we inherit not only a legacy of
systems of domination, but also cultures that teach us to see such relations as the ‘natural
35
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order’ and as the will of God.”38 She believes we can transform these relations into more
healing ones—just as she expressed in her autobiography—arguing that we must re-think
our values and re-structure our perspectives if we’re to make progress towards restoring
the planet. She claims that the necessary shifts “cannot be done only on the level of
technological ‘fixes’ without reshaping patterns of social domination.”39
Ruether has thought through some of our time’s most difficult issues—like the
origins of the ecological crisis—and, in some cases, has been the first to consider them
from religion’s perspective. She published Gaia and God two decades ago but her
interest in the topics it covers was sparked twenty years earlier, when she was teaching at
Howard University. She says that at the time,
there was not much thinking about [ecofeminism] or even awareness of it, either
by students or other faculty. So I was really thinking more or less without a lot of
support from the faculty and students around me, who were largely kind of
bewildered by what I was trying to say. But I began to draw in people and people
began to become aware of the issue.40
A true pioneer, Ruether has crisscrossed the lines that academic disciplines tend
to draw and found connections where others didn’t originally see them. Her texts have
become mainstays on syllabi in wide-ranging subjects and her words have inspired
thousands of students and incited a number of them to take up her work. Feminist
theologians and environmental ethicists who haven’t had her in the classroom have read
her material, and professors in related fields who don’t teach it know it.
Ruether has a keen ability to express herself with the spoken and written word, to
expose injustices and offer alternatives, and to fight for what she believes is right. Bound
by strong convictions, her work, faith, and personal life have intertwined and found
expression in her never-ending commitment to justice. Her beliefs in a higher good and
better tomorrow have driven her to seek a future free from domination and inequality,
and we’re closer to that future because of her.
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Dean Freudenberger
Before I’d met Dean Freudenberger, a friend of his told me that he had the
manner of a rural Midwest farmer. Even though Freudenberger grew up in California and
isn’t exactly a farmer, he fits the bill perfectly: he’s affable, gracious, and generous to a
fault—so much so that he very well could have grown up in a place that expects such
qualities. But he didn’t, and in fact he hasn’t spent all that much time in one particular
location: he’s worked on every continent except Antarctica, from India to Zimbabwe.
Perhaps it’s internationalism, not a down-home spirit, that has shaped the personality
people admire so much.
Freudenberger’s knowledge of this world’s agricultural systems is probably more
extensive than anyone else’s, primarily due to all his extensive work abroad. He has spent
many of his days with rich soil underfoot and a hoe in his hands, but what distinguishes
him from the typical farmer is the way he has learned about the earth: he has researched
extensively and pursued top-notch education and training both here and overseas. And
with his knowledge, he has taught, advised, and consulted around the globe, planting
seeds of interest in the minds of students and furthering people’s understanding of the
land upon which we live and grow our food.
The son of a chemical fertilizer manufacturer, Freudenberger inherited an interest
in agriculture. He grew up mowing lawns and maintaining neighbors’ gardens, so it
didn’t come as a surprise to the family when he decided during his teenage years to
transfer from a small liberal-arts college to Cal Poly San Luis Obispo, where he could
pursue landscape architecture and ornamental horticulture. He switched his course of
study there to agricultural science before long, and—being an intensely devout man—felt
a strong call to ministry in that field. Having become aware of the social challenges that
food deficits pose, he believed that his energies would be best spent working abroad as a
missionary to help nations develop agricultural land and boost production. So upon
graduating from Cal Poly, he spent several years at Boston University School of
Theology to prepare for service in agricultural education with the General Board of
Global Ministries of the United Methodist Church. One more year of French language
studies in Brussels equipped him for what would become a decade of life-shaping
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experiences in the Katanga Province of the Congo with his wife, Elsie, from 1956 to
1966.
It was in the Congo that Freudenberger took a deep interest in African affairs—an
interest that ultimately brought him back to Boston University to pursue a Ph.D. in social
and environmental ethics at the end of the 1960s. As he researched the ways agricultural
systems have developed and been maintained worldwide, he started to see the
“environmental impact of human cleverness”41 and to recognize the signs of humaninduced “desertification” in cultivated areas, or the gradual disappearance of vegetation
due to soil exploitation. He wrote his dissertation on the wearing-away of tropical and
subtropical ecosystems with the imposition of temperate-zone agricultural technology—
technology like the application of inorganic fertilizer, which he used to advocate. While
learning about such matters, he began to cultivate a distinct land ethic, attempting to
answer the question, how do we define good agriculture?
One reason Freudenberger’s findings and reflections have been so compelling to
the scientific community—as well as to people who have seen the quality of land around
them degrade over time—is that his years spent researching his dissertation topic were
enhanced by experience in the field advising Peace Corps volunteers on agricultural
projects in Africa, which brought him back to the continent numerous times. Walking and
driving through the Sahelian zones and then through Kenya, the Congo, Zambia,
Zimbabwe, and Botswana allowed him to see with his own eyes the destruction he was
writing about. He says of that period, “I was able with a good education to begin to
comprehend what I was seeing.” Naturally, the projects he developed and oversaw then
looked very different from the ones he had designed in the Congo before he’d begun his
graduate studies—and they certainly didn’t involve the high use of synthetic fertilizer.
Armed with extensive doctoral research and a newfound interest in working to
prevent the degradation of farmland, Freudenberger, already an ordained Methodist
clergyperson, was asked to oversee agricultural development projects in 22 countries in
the tropics and subtropics. He spent the next several years crisscrossing the Pacific and
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Atlantic Oceans and touching down in places as far-reaching as Tonga, Samoa, Borneo,
South Korea, Bolivia, the Philippines, and Indonesia.
Throughout his years of studying and researching domestically and working
abroad, Freudenberger’s interests and philosophy evolved. He says, “learning is a lifelong
responsibility, and where I am today over where I was when I entered college? Complete
turnaround.” He went from advocating a name-the-nutrient-deficiency, apply-thefertilizer formula to promoting crop rotation, composting, and the integration of livestock
with fields. Today, he takes a much more holistic approach to viewing agricultural
systems. His thinking has been transformed by more than half a century of observation,
investigation, and involvement in the issues that most compel him.
Now Freudenberger can see what he didn’t see before: that using synthetic
fertilizer damages soil and is unsustainable in the long run. He’s exasperated by current
agricultural practices that degrade land and is frightened by the threats degradation poses.
He says that the quality and quantity of yields decrease when soil health declines—and
that soil health is declining quickly in many parts of the world. A recent report published
by the United Nations’ Food and Agriculture Organization claims that a considerable
amount of the earth’s arable land is occupied, and that much of that land is highly
stressed.42
“Our life depends on a healthy relationship between the hair roots of a plant and
the microbiological activity in the soil,” Freudenberger says. “If you mess that thing up,
which we’ve done, you’re in trouble over time.” He’s written two books in which he asks
if we’ll be able to grow enough food to support a burgeoning population in years to
come, given current agricultural practices. In Food for Tomorrow? (1984) and Global
Dust Bowl: Can We Stop the Destruction of the Land before It’s Too Late? (1990), he
wonders just how much trouble we’re in.
Today Freudenberger asserts, “The days of fertility maintenance with inorganic
materials is over. We’ve poisoned the land, we’ve poisoned the water.” Of course, he
acknowledges that the production of synthetic fertilizer hasn’t ceased, and that some
farms—especially large industrial ones—haven’t given up the product. But he says they
“The Future of Our Land: Facing the Challenge.” Food and Agriculture Organization of the United
Nations, 1999. Web. 1 Feb. 2013. <http://www.fao.org/docrep/004/x3810e/x3810e04.htm>.
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must, “before we’ve killed off so much of the microbiological life of the soil so that it’ll
take too long to regenerate itself.” He sees California’s push towards permaculture as a
step in the right direction.
For the past several years, members of Chinese agricultural schools have
encountered Freudenberger’s writings as the Chinese government attempts to expand its
land use practices. Dozens of members of those schools, as well as government agents
and representatives of several universities, fly to California regularly to meet with him
and other leading figures in the field of agricultural ethics at conferences and workshops
arranged by the Institute of Postmodern Development in China. He helps them see that
the American agribusiness model, which depends on inorganic fertilizers for survival, has
been “ruinous,” and is therefore unsustainable.
Freudenberger also oversees the composting program at Pilgrim Place, where he
and Elsie have a home. Since he arrived there fourteen years ago, the program has
transformed 120 tons of dry dirt to rich soil. That soil nourishes the hundreds of citrus
and avocado trees on the property, and the kale, lettuce, and tomatoes that flourish in
garden beds there. The produce, which is sold on the property in a bustling weekly
farmer’s market, generates revenue that helps Pilgrim Place residents pay their medical
bills. Under Freudenberger’s direction, Pilgrim Place has become a nearly closed-loop
energy system: residents who tend the land are fed and supported by the resources that
replenish themselves year after year. It’s a terrific model of a community living in
harmony with its environment.
“Here we create what is essential to life,” Freudenberger said to me one afternoon
in one of the community’s gardens, as he ran his fingers through earth dark as night,
moist as chocolate cake, so dense in nutrients I almost wanted to eat it right there. Then
he quoted Aldo Leopold: “A thing is right when it tends to preserve the integrity,
stability, and beauty of the biotic community. It is wrong when it tends otherwise.” In this
statement are implicit questions: What are we doing now to contribute to the beauty,
harmony, and integrity of our biotic community? How can we relate to the earth in a
sustainable way? How can we regenerate our soils—the basis of life? These questions are
for all of us to answer—all of us living on this planet, eating the fruits of the Earth with
every meal.
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Making One Story out of Three
The time I spent with Cobb, Ruether, and Freudenberger was rich, stimulating,
and educational. Throughout the process of getting to know them I composed the
individual photographs and essays, which I hope communicate my excitement about what
they do and my awe in who they are. I also assembled several visual displays that
integrate words and images.
The first displays I created weave together a large assortment of photographs and
quotations—words that Cobb, Ruether, and Freudenberger wrote in their books or spoke
to me that reveal something significant about them. These displays show multiple facets
of their personalities and form well-rounded pictures of them. Creating the displays
helped me decide which photographs and quotations were most powerful and
illuminating. The process also got me thinking about how to best present the people I’ve
gotten to know, and to determine what kind of layout best served the content.
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More streamlined displays feature the strongest images and text. 11” x 17”
photographs of Cobb and Ruether sit beside short quotations.
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The final display, hung in Scripps College’s Ruth Chandler Williamson Gallery,
features a color print of each individual. The essays sit on shelves to the left and right of
the images.
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Making multiple displays helped me narrow my focus and determine what facets
of my subjects I thought were most important to share. It also helped me see the
differences between color and black and white prints. In my final display, I used color
versions to highlight Cobb’s, Ruether’s, and Freudenberger’s vitality.
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Conclusion
In Portraits of Greatness, Yousuf Karsh makes an observation about the personal
qualities visible in the portraits of accomplished people:
Often in my experience with distinguished subjects, I have wondered whether the
great possess any traits in common. It is my conclusion that they do indeed share
certain traits. The physical details of the faces of artists and thinkers vary, of
course, but anyone who examines [them] will observe in them all, I think, an
inward power, the power that is essential to any work of the mind or
imagination…. But these faces often bear too the marks of struggle, of the reach
that always exceeds the grasp—and sometimes in them is the loneliness of the
explorer. They also bear, or so it seems to me, the sign of uncertainty and
ceaseless search for truth which, you might say, are the hallmark of the thoughtful
man confronted by the dilemma of his species….43
John B. Cobb, Jr., Rosemary Radford Ruether, and Dean Freudenberger bear such looks.
Bonded by a common commitment, they face similar challenges and share many of the
same aspirations. In taking their portraits, writing small pieces about them, and
assembling visual displays that highlight who they are, I attempted to illuminate the
similarities between them while keeping my eye on their stark differences and
articulating their uniqueness. I found that I couldn’t show complete pictures with every
last detail, but rather just glimmers of the three of them, just parts of their spirited
essences.
To craft the stories I wanted to tell, I interlaced tidbits of their own thinking with
narratives about their intellectual development and personal histories. I looked at their
work from my own perspective, zooming in on those parts that particularly intrigued me.
I read the material of theirs I found most interesting and put that material in a broader
context. The essays I composed touch on the nature and importance of their work, and
along with the portraits, they reveal something about who they are as people; the visual
displays that integrate text and image take a different form but essentially do the same.
All of my work—written and photographic, on paper and on walls—draws inspiration
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from master photographers and the techniques they’ve used to capture and share the
stories of their subjects.
I hope that my writing and photographs form intriguing, informative, and
evocative tributes to Cobb, Ruether, and Freudenberger, who have all inspired me
greatly. I also hope the tributes encourage others to reflect on the worthwhile causes to
which these remarkable people have devoted their lives. And, as Yousuf Karsh says of
his own portraits, “I hope they may bring my subjects a little closer to those who view
them, and that they convey something of the intellect, the emotional struggle, the pride
and prejudice, the will power, the love, and the doubts of our time.”44
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Epilogue
As I spent time with Cobb, Ruether, and Freudenberger, I became more and more
interested in learning about the ways our planet is changing. The three of them have
asked how we’ve gotten where we are now, what we’re currently experiencing, and
where we might go from here. They have examined transformations in our land from
their distinct perspectives and have seen those transformations from different angles.
They hope that we, as a global community, will develop a land ethic to guide us in
establishing a sustainable relationship with the earth as we move forward at this critical
time.
Reading their work and speaking with them incited my curiosity and led me to
ask, What are the various ways in which the land is shifting shape, and how are we
humans facilitating the shifts? As I did some of my own investigation, I found I was most
interested in examining changes occurring in California, the state in which I’ve grown up
and lived nearly my whole life. Here, I’ve seen buildings erected, greenhouses replace
fields, parks spring up in empty lots, and new trails snake through mountainsides. I’ve
seen invasive species arrive in canyons and spread like wildfire, and I’ve seen those
plants ripped out and replaced by native ones. I’ve seen rivers channeled in concrete and
their banks become home to eucalyptus from Australia and fan palms from Mexico. I’ve
watched the industrialization of agricultural land and the conversion of other land to
organically farmed fields.
I’ve seen some cities densify and others sprawl, some build up and some build
out. I’ve seen a few rural areas become more populated and other rural areas abandoned.
I’ve seen roads widen their berths and spread their fingers into formerly unpaved territory
in order to connect all these places.
The landscape in this state is changing, and because the state is so large and
diverse, different parts are changing in different ways. We are simultaneously
experiencing losses and gains; we are seeing the disappearance of things we’ve always
known and the development of things we’ve never encountered.
Today we not only watch change happen, we instigate change. In hardscapes, we
plant trees that reach their branches skyward; we tend urban gardens and greenbelts that
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root themselves firmly amid miles of pavement, becoming home to migrating species and
climate-appropriate ecological systems. At the same time we green grayer areas, we gray
greener areas: we construct echoes of hardscapes in formerly unpopulated places. We
build towns and cities as well as developments that aren’t quite either towns or cities, like
suburbs, exurbs, and boomburbs. The landscape everywhere is becoming at once urban
and rural: urban environments exist everywhere on a gradient, as do rural environments.
As I thought about the changes I’ve personally witnessed—and as I learned about
those I haven’t from sources like Cobb, Ruether, and Freudenberger—I felt as though I
wanted to portray them visually. To represent all of them would be impossible, so I chose
to represent one in particular—one that, in many ways, represents many. With a mixedmedia artwork, I symbolized the integration of urban and rural environments within
California, because those environments are converging in ways they haven’t before and
are precipitating a number of subsequent changes—changes that I see and learn about
every day, and that affect me, a resident of this state, personally.
In order show this integration, I found a five-foot-tall, current-day satellite image
of the state with the help of a geology professor at Pomona College, Eric Grosfils. Green,
gold, tan, and brown, it’s made up of pixels that each represent 30 centimeters of the
Earth’s surface. I used it to ground the project in present-day reality. I pasted it on
plywood, and cut the wood in the shape of the state. Atop the mounted image, and while
consulting a relief map, I formed land contours with fabric and small tiles. I covered
some parts and left others exposed. The parts I covered, I blended in with the image by
using a similar color palate so that only upon closer inspection is it clear what’s been
added. The additions were more poetic than literal, and they were not to scale.
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On the image, I used fabric in the places I think of as generally being more rural
and tile in the places I perceive as more urban. For example, I placed large swaths of
fabric in the Sierra Nevadas and tucked individual tiles between them, and I placed large
clusters of tiles over the Los Angeles region and tucked small tufts of fabric between
those. Fabric has a more dominant presence in the areas I perceive as less developed, like
deserts and mountain ranges; tile has a more dominant presence in places I think of as
more industrialized, like the cities of Los Angeles, San Diego, and San Francisco.
However, I integrated the materials throughout the map to illustrate that rural and urban
elements interact everywhere, and to show the various ways the two elements converge.
No single place on the map is dominated completely by one material or the other: wisps
of fabric find their way between tiles and tile finds its way between folds of fabric. In
many cases, it’s hard to see differences between the two materials, because often they’re
similar colors.
While I used fabric to represent more rural landscapes and tile to represent more
urban landscapes, neither material is completely of one environment or the other. The
earth is the origin of each—cotton fields for the fabric, and mineral or rock deposits for
the tile—but both underwent a manufacturing process that made them what they are now.
The materials reflect the fact that no place in our contemporary landscape can be typecast
as purely rural or purely urban—or purely “of the earth” or purely “man made.”
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I integrated the materials atop a map of the state to show that in California—as in
the rest of the world—the boundaries separating what we’ve traditionally categorized as
urban and rural, city and country, and culture and nature are eroding. If these boundaries
existed in the past, they no longer do. The terms we’ve used to describe our landscapes—
for example, “built” or “natural”—can no longer be used to fully describe the kinds of
developments that are arising. Today, words are invented every time a never-seen-before
permutation in the landscape’s form crops up.
Conversations about these matters filled many afternoons with Cobb, Ruether,
and Freudenberger, and became the subject of my own intellectual exploration. Making
the map became part of that investigation, because the process inevitably brought with it
questions: What are the various ways the landscape is changing, and how do I represent
the changes visually?
I consulted Freudenberger closely as I made the artwork. We had numerous
brainstorming sessions in his home and my studio throughout the creation process.
Talking, reading, writing, and crafting—both collaboratively and on my own—helped me
discover how California’s landscape is shifting form and encouraged me to reflect on the
implications of those shifts. What do they mean for our lives and the places we call
home?
Ultimately, my visual and written work aims to bring viewers into my
explorations, as well as the conversations I had with Cobb, Ruether, and Freudenberger.
My photographs, essays, and visual displays of the three of them attempt to bring them to
life; my creative interpretation of the transformations in California’s landscape intends to
do what their work has done, which is to bring people’s attention to various
developments happening now in California and all over the world, and to ask us if those
are the kinds of developments we ought to be promoting. My work aims to spark
dialogue, raise questions, and encourage contemplation.
The first part of my project—the written and photographic part—satisfied my
desire to learn from people I admire and immerse myself in their thinking, and to share
stories about them with a larger audience. The second part—the multi-media
component—allowed me to imagine how I personally “see” the material we talked about
and to visualize those imaginings in three-dimensional form. If one part of the project
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was documentary and close to taking the form of photojournalism, the other was more
independently innovative. Each was stimulating in its own way, and together made for a
remarkable year of learning and creating.
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